At the „workbench“: a kitchen full of life
Inviting and intuitive design: this is where they all get together!

Preparing, cooking, eating, reading, relaxing: this kitchen is a communicative centre, an inviting meeting point for friends and family because that is exactly what it is made for – it is a place in which everyone can go about their daily tasks. And in the process, you have a homely, convivial hub. Open from all sides, this kitchen solution makes for unconstrained, causal get-togethers. The cleverly planned island with a bar showcases LEICHT’s planning expertise: with a corresponding use of materials and arrangement of the individual elements, it is immediately obvious which area is intended for which task. Functionality and elegance are thus perfectly combined with one another. The kitchen as a buzzing place with a workshop character that is the centre of life in a family home – this is what this exclusive kitchen solution from LEICHT offers.
Clearly defined areas thanks to the selection of materials

Cosy and familiar: the homely part of the island was implemented in characterful, expressive oak. The functional area, however, is kept in matt lacquer, the technically cool look forming a contrast to the warmth of the living area. The solution proves that robust surfaces in particular are ideal for the functional area of a kitchen, while wood quite rightly still remains a popular material when it comes to generating cosiness and warmth.

An impressive, elegant detail is the ceramic worktop just 1 cm thick which is seen throughout and is also continued in the seating area between the oak. The bar in the middle links both elements to each other. The island ensures the kitchen is particularly inviting with a number of ingenious details: the black lacquered griprails make it look delicate and light; the plinth, also in black lacquer, takes the visual heaviness away from the module.

Practical: room in room

A „room in room“ offers space for additional living room and kitchen functions. From the outside, the compact cube looks like a straightforward unit from whichever side you view it, while the inside incorporates functional and storage space solutions to suit customer requirements. This makes it possible to design the open kitchen in an even more homely way without having to visually accommodate disturbing, purely functional objects and products. The „room in room“ is accessed by means of a folding door discreetly integrated across from the island. This means the distances between cooking and preparing or taking out and storing the necessary utensils are as short and convenient as possible.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.